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INTRODUCTION 

Drawing from various theoretical viewpoints and research studies, 

Millon (1969) has fashioned a theory of personality and psychopathology. 

The central feature of his approach lies in its conception of inter

personal styles or personality patterns. These styles or patterns 

refer to characterological ways of acting, relating, or thinking; they 

incorporate a tightly knit organization of needs, attitudes, and be

haviors. These styles operate according to motivational principles 

which involve the valence and sources of reinforcements combined with 

the kinds of behaviors utilized to secure these reinforcements. These 

patterns are understood to derive from the complex and sequential 

interaction of constitutional and experiential factors. 

This theory too provides a conceptual framework for a revision 

of the diagnostic classification system. It does this through its 

view of the forms of psychopathology as elaborations ann extensions 

of basic personality styles. This theory postulates the continuity 

of personality through its conception of personality patterns which 

enable it to organize clinical syndromes and psychopathological states 

in a systematic and comprehensive manner. 

The current study was conducted to investigate the central di

mensions of this theory--the interpersonal styles. It attempted to 

determine whether these styles demonstrated consistent interrelation

ships with other variables that would be expected to occur on the basis 
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of Millon's theory. Given the motivational forces operating in each 

style, it was hypothesized that each personality pattern will incor

porate a distinct constellation of needs and defense styles. In 

addition, this study serves the purpose of elucidating these patterns 

with respect to needs as discussed by Murray (1938) and defense styles. 

In effect, it reconceptualizes these styles in terms of the organiza

tion of needs and defenses. 

Empirical validation was attempted through self and teacher 

ratings and their correspondence to the scales of the operational 

measure of this theory (Millon-Illinois Self-Report Inventory). Also, 

an experimental form of this measure (developed by this writer) was 

administered to determine whether it would serve as a suitable alter

nate form. 

These validation efforts are important to determine whether this 

theory and its operational measure merit general acceptance. The 

theory does not present any major theoretical advances which so char

acterized the work of Freud and Jung. Rather its significance lies in 

its conceptual framework, its integration of principles and ideas 

which bear strong implications for diagnostic classifications. In 

fact, the theory by its reformulation of diagnostic categories could 

replace the conventional nosology and thereby dramatically alter our 

thinking and language concerning psychopathology. If this theory and 

its operational measure prove to be acceptable, it will not only affect 

clinical practice but it would have a strong impact upon the public's 

understanding of mental health. 



REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Since the Millon-Illinois Self-Report, an operational measure 

of Millon's theory of personality, has recently been developed, re-

search involving this measure has not been published. Studies are 

currently being undertaken to establish this inventory's normative data 

and its relationship to other measures. Since a review of studies 

cannot be conducted, a discussion of the inventory's features and the 

concepts which underlie its construction is warranted to appreciate the 

importance of this inventory and the contribution it promises to our 

understanding of personality functioning and diagnostic classification. 

The initial form of the Millon-Illinois Self-Report Inventory (MI-SRI) 

was developed to assess personality functioning and standardize diag-

nostic procedures according to a comprehensive theory of personality 

and psychopathology. In fact, few objective measures have been so 

clearly wedded to a theoretical orientation as this inventory. Millon's 

conceptualization and theoretical orientation derives from several 

sources. His approach, particularly in its delineation of personality 

patterns, is based upon clinical and multivariate research, the work 

of several investigators utilizing a variety of factor-analytic and 

statistical techniques (Lorr, Klett, & McNair, 1963; Lorr, Bishop, & 

McNair, 1965; Lorr, 1966; Overall, 1963; Overall, Hollister, & Pichot, 

1967; Zigler & Philips, 1961), and the clinical observations of anum-

ber of intrapsychic theorists, most notably Freud (1917), Abraham (1927), 
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Horney (1950), Fromm (1947), and Sullivan (1953). Perhaps the major 

impetus for the development of this theory was Millon's dissatisfaction 

with the traditional diagnostic categories. His dissatisfaction has 

led to more inclusive and potentially more meaningful concepts, pro

viding information regarding the psychological processes that antedate 

the onset of the psychological disorder. This premorbid style of in

teraction provides a context in which to understand the symptoms and 

disorders which develop from an individual's functioning. Moreover, 

this viewpoint not only suggests an etiology for this personality 

disturbance but offers a perspective to make important decisions re

garding treatment plans and.goals. Thus, psychiatric diagnosis could 

reach the most advanced status of other medical· diagnosis, in tha,t 

diagnosis would be directly related to both etiology and treatment. 

In attempting to eliminate the deficiencies of the traditional nosology, 

this reformulation has provided the central focus for a theory of 

personality and psychopathology. 

The salient features of this theory may be best understood by 

examining the principal criticisms levied against the Kraepelinian 

system. The foremost weakness of this system lies in the absence of 

an underlying theoretical perspective, the organizing principles neces

sary to establish a body of interrelationships and provide a framework 

for coordinating various syndromes. The traditional nosological system 

stands as a collection of discrete and isolated categories, accompanied 

by the prominent and dramatic symptoms associated with each disorder. 

Yet this emphasis on symtomotology operates at the expense of an 

understanding of personality structure in which the disorder is embedded. 



The conventional system has excluded many complex and important char

acteristics of functioning (e.g.~ interpersonal style, dominant 

traits, kinds of defenses, etc.) by its focus on dramatic and observ

able symptoms. Hence, it provides little information regarding the 

person's interpersonal behavior and it also fails to consider the 

continuity in functioning between "normal" behavior with that mani

fested in clinical disorders. In addition, two controlled studies of 

the diagnostic procedure (Asch, 1949; Beck, Ward~ Mendelson, Mock, & 

Erbaugh, 1962) demonstrate the poor reliability of the classificatory 

system. 

In attempting to correct the limitations of the traditional 

nosology and preserve its best elements, Millon has fashioned his own 

theoretical approach to personality and psychopathology to serve as 

the foundation for this reformulation of the diagnostic system. The 

organizing principles of this new classification are inspired by con

cepts that were first presented by Freud and Skinner. Freud (1917) 

proposed the following three polarities as governing psychological 

.functioning: pleasure-pain, subject-object, active-passive. From an 

altogether different perspective, Skinner (1953) raised three questions 

which he conceived as central to the understanding of pathological 

functioning which parallel closely those of Freud's concepts. These 

questions concern: (1) the nature of reinforcements: whether they be 

positive or negative, pleasurable or painful; (2) the course of re

inforcement: whether it comes from self or others, subject or object; 

(does the individual primarily attain his reinforcements from himself 

or outside himself?). In Millon's approach this category can be 
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further broken down into the following postures which characterize 

the individual's experiencing of reinforcers: detached--a failure to 

experience significant positive reinforcements from himself or others; 

dependent--a primary orientation toward obtaining reinforcements from 

others; independent--a primary orientation toward obtaining reinforce

ments from oneself; and ambivalent--a conflict between obtaining re

inforcements from either others or self. The final question concerns 

the instrumental coping style: whether a person engages in passive 

or active kinds of activity (direct or indirect) to secure reinforcement. 

From this conceptualization which links types of reinforcement, 

sources of reinforcement, and styles of instrumental behavior, a 4 x 2 

matrix has been created from which emerge eight personality patterns 

or coping styles. These patterns were originally delineated for psy

chiatric patients, describing their premorbid functioning and behavior, 

with an emphasis upon negative traits and attributes rather than the 

strengths or assets associated with each style. The same principles 

have been applied to devise the coping styles for the adolescent form 

of the MI-SRI, though this form has been developed for a normal popu

lation. Yet this application illustrates one of the central theses of 

Millon's theoretical system--the continuity between normal and patho

logical behavior. The same processes and dynamics underlie the person

ality patterns for. both normals and psychiatric patients. Nevertheless, 

one difference which reflects its standardization lies in its termin

ology; for example, the passive detached pattern of the clinical form 

has been altered to apathetic, the active detached to sensitive, etc. 

These personality patterns represent the fundamental strata from 
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which develops pathological syndromes ranging from mild to severe. 

These patterns prefigure the kinds of pathology which may subsequently 

arise in the individual. They highlight the processes which may later 

become aberrant or exaggerated and cause series breakdowns in behavior. 

In tracing the roots of the disturbance, they provide a key to under

standing psychopathology. These personality patterns refer to char

acterological ways of behaving, perceiving, thinking, feeling, and re

lating. They signify a tightly knit organization of needs, attitudes, 

and traits which produced an enduring personal style. These patterns 

are often referred to as coping strategies because they represent 

habitual ways of reducing anxieties and gratifying needs--a preferred 

manner of meeting inner needs in concert with external demands, a 

characteristic style of adaptation. The use of the word strategy may 

be misleading because this style does not reflect a deliberate con

scious decision to act in a specified way, but rather an ingrained way 

of perceiving and acting fashioned from his early childhood. 

The origin of these personality patterns or coping styles can 

be traced from interactions between the individual's constitutional 

make-up and his early life experiences. According to Millon's specu

lation, a child, endowed with a distinctive pattern of capacities, 

energies, and temperaments, attains certain goals and satisfies his 

desires through a process of trial and error. A shaping process 

occurs in which these activities, preferences, and types of behavior 

which are reinforced become learned and crystallize into a habitual 

way of perceiving and acting. From this early interaction of his needs 

with environmental conditions, the child forms a world view and a style 
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of life consonant with this view. Subsequently, rewards and reinforce

ments perpetuate this view and consolidate this coping style. It be

comes deeply embedded in the personality structure as an automatic 

set of dispositions and attitudes that is constantly reinforced by the 

environment and relatively free from extinction. 

Since personality patterns represent habitual ways of perceiving 

and relating, they can be expected to be clearly highlighted in con

flict situations. For as anxiety ensues from these situations, the 

individual relies on those tactics or unconscious maneuvers which main

tain his integration and lessen his anxiety. These styles or specific 

coping methods have been defined as defense mechanisms. 

All defense mechanisms serve the same function of protecting the 

individual's self-esteem and reducing anxiety. Whether these mechan

isms are maladaptive depend upon the way these threats are handled and 

the degree of reliance upon these self-protective measures. Since the 

personality patterns as sketched by Millon are defined as distinct 

habitual modes of functioning, the particular utilization and degree 

of reliance upon defense mechanisms should bear a relationship to these · · 

more inclusive characterological styles. Thus, it is reasoned that a 

specific_patterning of defenses will be associated with each coping 

style. 

Each coping style embodies a hierarchy of needs which guide and 

motivate behavior. For each distinct coping style, the specific pattern

ing of needs--or phrased in another way, the expression of particular 

traits--will be expected. In fact, coping styles imply a configuration 

of interpersonal behaviors, a consistent set of dynamics, processes, 



and needs which provide a commonality to what may appear a myriad of 

diverse behaviors. 

The central purpose of the present study was to investigate the 

patterning of defenses and needs with these coping styles. It was 

expected that reliance on specific defenses and the predominance of 

certain needs will characterize each coping style in ways different 

from each other. If the relationships occur as predicted, these find

ings would further substantiate Millon's theoretical system. 

The general hypotheses were the following: 

9 

(1) ~assive detached (apathetic - Scale 1) persons will score 

very high on harm-avoidance-and understanding. Not seeking stimulation 

or enticed by risks, they would be attracted to positions of security 

and safety, relating to the world in a dispassionate and detached 

manner. Conflicts ~1 be less intense with this coping style since 

the~e is a diminution of drive or impulse to engender a conflict with 

established values. Displaying little affect and seemingly unconcerned 

with ego enhancement, this pattern of behavior relies less on defense 

mechanisms than the other styles. But of the defenses with which these 

persons would respond, it is predicted that they will handle conflict 

by responding in a neutral fashion to a frustrating object. According 

to Gleser and Ihilevich's (1969) classification, this reaction is re

ferred to as Reversal (REV). 

(2) Active detached (sensitive - Scale 2) persons will also score 

very high on harm-avoidance. Although individuals who show this pattern 

may appear quite similar to the apathetic, the central motivations of 

their behavior is quite different. Apprehensive and mistrustful, 
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conflicts will develop between their social longings and social fears. 

Individuals predominantly exhibiting this pattern of interaction will 

handle conflict by turning it back upon themselves (Turning~Against

Self--TAS), blaming themselves for their own inadequacy. 

(3) Passive dependent (cooperative - Scale 3) persons will score 

very high on affiliation, and to a lesser degree, on social reco~i

tion; they will score low on autonomy and dominance. People scoring 

high on this coping style seek gratification and approval from outside 

themselves in the relationships they form. Consequently these indi

viduals will handle conflict by turning it back upon themselves (Turn

ing-Against-Self--TAS) rather than alienating those upon whom they 

depend for support. 

(4) Active dependent (sociable - Scale 4) persons will score high 

on affiliation, exhibition, and social recognition. Conversely they 

will score low on autonomy. This pattern is exemplified by an individ

ual who seeks gratification and approval from outside himself, but acts 

in a much different way than does the cooperative person. The defenses 

most likely to be relied upon would be those characterized under Rever

sal (REV). Individuals displaying this pattern show a great similarity 

to hysterics, a diagnostic group noted for its use of repression, a 

defense mechanism subsumed under the category of Reversal (REV). 

(5) Passive independent (self-assured ~ Scale 5) persons will 

score high on autonomy and ~' and score low on nurturance and endur

ance. This relationship is hypothesized because the self-assured dis

play a narcissistic attitude in which they expect the praise and acknow

ledgem~,t of others. Fearful of any situation which exposes their 
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limitations and weaknesses, these individuals rationalize away 

challenges or criticisms. Accordingly, these individuals will likely 

rely on defenses classified as Principalization (PRN) which entails 

the splitting off of affect from content, illustrated in such defenses 

as intellectualization, isolation, and rationalization. 

(6) Active independent (assertive - Scale 6) will score highly 

on such traits as dominance, aggression, autonomy, and to a lesser 

degree, achievement. Conversely, they will score low on affiliation 

and nurturance. These individuals demonstrate an overriding concern 

with securing power and control over others~ The defense mechanisms 

grouping that would be consistent with this interactional style and 

dispositions will be Projection (PRO), defined as the expression of 

aggression toward an external object through first attributing to it, 

without unequivocal evidence, negative intent, or characteristics. 

(7) The passive ambivalent (disciplined - Scale 7) individual 

will display a high need for order, endurance, and to a le&ser degree, 

nurturance. The ascendency of these needs reflects the individual's 

effort to control his world, lest his strong unacknowledged emotions 

be released without check. It is hypothesized that these individuals 

will rely on Principalization (PRN) as a primary defense reaction. 

This hypothesis is consonant with the literature reporting the dynamics 

and defenses of the obsessive-compulsive patient--a diagnostic group 

associated with this coping style. 

(8) The active ambivalent (unpredictable - Scale 8) person will 

score high on aggression and impulsivity. These individuals display 

erratic behavior, ranging from agreeableness to acting out. They are 
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often irritable and angry. It is hypothesized that these individuals 

will rely on the grouping of defense mechanisms termed Turning-Against

Object (TAO), which is defined as managing conflict through attacking 

a real or presumed external frustrating object. 

Another aspect of this study will concern itself with the 

relationship between personality orientations as defined by Millon 

(dependent, independent, ambivalent) and cognitive style as measured 

through field-independence-dependence. Field-independence-dependence 

is a perceptual-personality dimension described by Witkin and co

workers (Witkin, Dyk, Faterson, Goodenough, & Karp, 1962). It refers 

to analytic or global ways of perceiving. This .dimension is assessed 

by either the Rod-and-Frame test (RFT.) or the Embedded Figures Test 

(EFT). Each perceptual task requires the ability to distinguish an 

item from its background, to break down or analyze the visual field 

into its component parts. Viewed originally as a perceptual measure, 

this ability to differentiate and structure the visual field was found 

to tap broad dimensions of psychological functioning. Investigators 

established relationships between field independence-dependence with 

such important factors as self-identity, body concept, the awareness 

of inner needs and feelings (Witkin et al., 1962), the uses of de

fenses and controls (Schimek, 1968), and the nature of early develop

mental experiences (Dyk and Witkin, 1965). This complex of personality 

characteristics and developmental experiences demonstrate a self

consistency in the sense that these modes of functioning rest upon an 

articulated sense of self, an ability to keep things and one's self 

separate in experience. This net of interrelationships prompted Witkin 
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to characterize field-independence-dependence as an expression of a 

cognitive style which manifests itself in diverse areas of psycholog

ical functioning. In later thinking, Witkin viewed field-independence 

as a measure of differentiation, referring to the more complex struc

turing and organization of the individual's psychological and cognitive 

processes (Witkin, 1965). 

An expression of this cognitive style is the degree to which a 

sense of inner standards has been developed. Witkin found that field

independent individuals have greater sense of separate identity, being 

more aware of their inner needs and feelings. Field-dependent persons 

have a less developed sense of self-identity manifested in a reliance 

upon external sources of definition for their attitudes, judgments, 

sentiments, and their view of themselves. These findings are consis

tent with the task that defines field-independence. The ffeld-inde

pendent person structures the field to disembed the figure; he relies 

on bodily cues or an internal frame of reference to perceive the 

hidden figure or judge the upright. In contrast, the field-dependent 

person relies on the surrounding field to make his judgments. 

Several studies have been conducted to demonstrate this relation

ship between cognitive style and developed inner standards. In a study 

in which subjects' positions on an issue were confronted, Bell (1955) 

found that field-dependent subjects were more likely to shift from 

their initially stated positions to the authority's more than the field

independent subjects. Linton (1955) found that field dependence was 

associated with high conformity in other situations._ In a design com

bining aspects of these two studies, Solar, Davenport, and Brach! (1969) 
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found that field-dependent subjects were more likely to defer to 

field-independent subjects in their conjoint alignment of the rod in 

the RFT. Reliance on external cues for definition was the central 

hypothesis to Konstadt and Foreman's study (1965) in which they found 

that field-dependent children looked up at the faces of the adult ex

aminer in a situation of disapproval about twice as often as children 

with an analytic cognitive style. 

This study along with others (Witkin et al., 1962; Messick & 

Damarin, 1964) demonstrate that persons with global cognitive style 

are particularly attentive to faces which serve as a major source of 

cues as to what others are thinking and feeling. 

Given these characteristics associated with different ways of 

perceiving, it can be seen that cognitive style bears a close relation

ship to three major personality orientations postulated by Millon in 

his theoretical system of personality. Those orientations--dependent, 

independent, ambivalent--refer to the primary source to which a person 

seeks reinforcement; from outside himself--dependent; from within 

himself--independent; or characterized by a vacillation between these 

two sources--ambivalent. The independent orientation corresponds to the 

analytic_cognitive style with its development of inner standards. Sim

ilarly, the dependent orientation corresponds to the global style of 

perceiving with its reliance upon external cues for definition. With 

these relationships in mind, the following hypotheses have been formu

lated: 

(1) Individuals showing predominantly an independent orientation 

will be extremely field-independent; 
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(2) Individuals exhibiting primarily a dependent orientation 

will be less field-independent than those with an independent orien-

tat ion; 

(3) Those characterized by an ambivalent orientation will have 

scores which fall between those of the independent and dependent in-

dividuals on the field-independence measure; 

(4) Individuals manifesting a detached orientation will not show 

any systematic relationship to field-independence. It is speculated 

that while some detached subjects might have a developed articulated 

sense of self, this coping pattern might include individuals whose 

sense of self is so poorly developed that their pattern of withdrawal 

and failure to seek positive reinforcements is quite adaptive, given 

their limited inner resources and level of differentiation. 

Another aspect of this study is the construction of an alternate 

fopm for the Millon-Illinois Self~Report Inventory (MI-SRI) for adol-

escents. This alternate form will differ from its counterpart in some 

important respects. Unlike many alternate forms, it will not be a 

collection of similar items which comprise a parallel form of the 

original instrument. Rather this alternate form, derived by the author 

of this paper, bears an entirely different format than the MI-SRI. It 

moves away from the traditional assessment position of measuring 

attributes or traits in an abstracted way. In what seems a lo&fcal 

and appropriate step, this form attempts to assess personality traits 

in an interpersonal context. It achieves this aim in the following 

way: subjects are asked to imagine themselves in an interpersonal 

conflict situation and then are requested to judge specific behavioral 



responses to this situation as preferred or considered most typical 

of themselves. 

New testing approaches seem called for on the basis of poor 

predictive results found with even the most skilled clinicians (Holt 

16 

& Luborsky, 1958). The advantage this approach offers is that it 

approximates a behavioral sample, which is perhaps the most valid in

dex to predict future behavior. It seems reasonable to assume that 

the closer a measure taps behavior, the less the risk of inference in 

predicting behavior. As McClelland (1973) has stated, the best testing 

is criterion sampling. Admittedly, this measure is not ascertained 

from actual behavior in true-life situations which has its own methodo

logical problems with respect to validity, standardization, and finan

cial practicality. But this format offers the most realistic alterna

tive, given the ethical restraints upon experimenters and the wide 

cross-section of behavior which needs to be examined. 



METHOD 

Subjects 

Th~s validation study was conducted at two separate settings--

a Catholic boys high school in a north suburban area of Chicago (Loyola 

Academy in Wilmette, Illinois); and a Catholic boys high school in 

metropolitan Chicago (St. Ignatius College Prep). Classes of sophomores 

and juniors from each school (87 subjects) participated in the study. 

Both schools attract intelligent, achievement-oriented, college-bound 

students. St. Ignatius' student body features a greater heterogeneity 

with respect to ethnic and social backgrounds. Whereas, students at 

Loyola Academy are relatively homogenous, drawn from predominantly white 

affluent households. 

Tested in a group setting, all the students consented to their 

participation in the study. Confidentiality was assured to each of 

the students. Subjects were promised the opportunity to examdne the 

results of their tests, accompanied by an explanation of what these re~ 

sults might indicate. Given the student's permission, these results 

will eventually be communicated to the counseling programs at each 

school. 

Materials 

(A.) The Millon-Illinois Self-Report Inventory, in its initial 

17 
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form~ consisted of 150 self-description items clustering in a series 

of 20 clinical scales. It was developed for a psychiatric population 

in an attempt to standardize diagnostic procedures according to a com

prehensive theory of personality and psychopathology. Subsequently, 

an adolescent form of this inventory has been developed~ adapted for 

persons between the ages of 13 to 20. This adaptation features scales 

pertinent to the problems and concerns of that population. Unlike 

the clinical form~ this measure has been devised for a normal popula

tion of high school and college students. As mentioned previously, 

the terminology differs between the two forms with respect to coping 

styles. Yet the same principles underlie both measures. Actually 

the different labels simply indicate a shift in emPhasis in describing 

these dimensions, with the clinical form advancing the more undesir

able or pathological aspects of behavior. 

Validation studies for the adolescent form of the MI-SRI are 

currently in process and have not been published. Yet preliminary 

studies (Millon, 1975) have been conducted for the clinical form. It 

is reasonable to assume that these results would not be expected to 

differ significantly for the adolescent form. On the basis that both 

forms operate from the same theoretical system and were constructed 

by the same procedures, these findings merit some discussion. 

Millon reported that the median internal consistency of each of 

the 20 scales of the clinical form was shown to be above .85, with a 

range of .78 to .91, as determined by Kuder-Richardson Formula 20. 

Test-retest reliability data was also attained on a group of patients 

who were actively involved in psychotherapy programs. Consequently, 
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reliability data was contaminated by both natural changes in their 

clinical states and those generated by the effects of treatment. Des

pite these uncontrolled factors, the reliability figures for the per

sonality patterns are quite high, with most in the range of .80. 

Millon (1975) has recently reported a test-retest study conducted with 

96 girls over a six-month interval using the adolescent form. The 

reliability figures for the eight styles ranged from .59 to .71 (the 

lowest scales: Scale 2 = .59; Scale 4 = .62). These results can be 

considered respectable in light of the instability and turmoil so 

typical of this developmental ~tage combined with the long interval. 

Although only preliminary findings have been collected, the 

results have been quite encouraging with respect to the validation of 

this inventory. One validation procedure was achieved through a corres

pondence between MI-SRI scores and clinical judges' ratings. It was 

found that the diagnostic hit-rate or true-positive accuracy was sig

nificantly greater than chance for all scales. 

(B.) The Personality Research~. (PRF) is a self-report per

sonality inventory consisting of 300 items which yield 14 trait scores 

and one validity scale. The selection of this measure was determined 

by its research aim of measuring broadly relevant personality traits 

in settings such as high school and college. It was developed to 

gauge normal functioning rather than psychopathological behavior. The 

personality traits measured by this inventory are achievement, affil

iation, aggression, autonomy, dominance, endurance, exhibition, harm

avoidance, impulsivity, nurturance, order, E!!r, social recognition, 

and understanding. These traits too can be further grouped into 
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superordinate categories; for example, measures of impulse express

ion and control incorporate five scales, ranging from impulsivity to 

order. These traits were largely adapted from the set of personality 

variables defined by Murray (1938) in his Explorations in Personality. 

However, a conceptual difference does exist between the PRF variables 

and those defined by Murray, particularly with reference to measure

ment. While Murray and his co-workers viewed needs on a continuum 

ranging from low to high, the PRF dimensions of personality were all 

conceived, both theoretically and psychometrically, as bipolar. Hence, 

half of the items for each scale are written in terms of the opposite 

pole of each of the named variables. Structuring the items in this 

way not only controls for an acquiescence response style, but assures 

the presence of important characteristics regardless of whether scores 

are high· or low. 

The reliability of this inventory is quite impressive, comparing 

favorably with other personality scales currently available. The re

liability figure assessing its internal consistency of its items was 

.91. Test-retest reliability was found to cluster around .90. 

By means of peer and self-ratings, the manual (Jackson, 1974) reports 

median validity figures of .52 and .56 respectively. Also, a.multi

method factor analysis was conducted which provided substantial evidence 

for convergent and discriminant validity of the PRF scales. 

(C.) The Defense Mechanism Inventory is a recently developed 

instrument devised to meet the long-standing need of providing an 

objective measurement of the major defense mechanismS an individual 

uses. Gieser and Ihilevich's (1969) Defense Mechanism Inventory (DMI) 



operates on the premise that the major function of a defense is the 

resolution of conflicts between what is perceived by the individual 
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and his internalized values. Accordingly, the manner in which the 

individual resolves the conflict through distortion and denial con

stitute the kinds of defenses employed. On this basis, a number of 

defenses have been classified into five general categories, each of 

which identifies the general pattern of the defensive maneuvers. These 

five clusters of defenses are: (1) Turning-Against-Object (TAO)--this 

class of defenses deals with conflict through attacking a real or pre

sumed external frustrating object; (2) Projection (PRO)--this cate

gory involves the expression of aggression toward an external object 

through first attributing to it, without substantial evidence, negative 

intent or characteristics; (3) Principalbation (PRN)--this class of 

defenses handles conflict through invoking a general principle that 

splits off affect from content and represses the former; (4) Turning

Against-Self (TAS)--this refers to defenses that manage conflict through 

directing aggressive behavior towards the subject himself; and (5) 

Reversal (REV)--this class includes defenses that handle con!lict by 

responding in a positive or neutral fashion to a frustrating oaject. 

which might be expected to evoke a negative reaction. 

This inventory consists of ten brief stories, featuring conflicts 

with regards to authority, independence, competition, sexual identifi

cation, and situational factors, which are followed by four questions 

involving the subject's projected behavior 1 fantasy behavior, thoughts, 

and feelings in the scene described. 

With two small samples over a week interval, test-retest reliability 
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was appraised to be .89. Studies conducted with alcoholics (Aldridge, 

Baxter, Nopziger, Roggenbuck, Shimansky, & Wolthuis, 1967) and cogni

tive style (Ihilevich, 1968) found a significant relationship between 

levels of differentiation and the kinds of defenses employed. 

(D.) The Group Embedde~Figures Test (GEFT) is the instrument 

utilize~ to measure field-independence. This measure represents an 

adaptation of the originally individually administered Embedded Figures 

Test to make possible group testing. The GEFT has been modeled as 

closely as possible on the EFT, containing 18 complex figures, 17 of 

which were taken from the EFT. It is a timed test in which subjects 

are asked to disembed a simple figure from a more complex configuration. 

Split-half reliability was found to be .82. Validity was assessed 

through the correlation with other measures of field-independence: 

the EFT, RFT, and body drawings. The validity coefficients for men 

were reasonably high with respective scores of .82, .39~ .71~ The 

low correlation between GEFT and RFT is rather typical of comparisons 

between scores on the EFT and the RFT. 

(E.) MI-SRI Ratings. Students were given a personality descrip

tion of each of the coping styles. They rated themselves on how well 

these descriptions fit their own personality on a five~point scale, 

ranging from "not at all" to "a great deal." Also, teachers were 

given a description of each of the personality styles. They were asked 

to rate each student on a scale of one through ten, with a score of 

ten given to the "best fit" and another lower score given to the style 

which comes next closest to approximating the student's_.,Pehavior. 

(F.) An alternate form of the MI-SRI was developed by the author 
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of this study. It consists of six brief stories which pose a conflict 

which an adolescent might conceivably face. The subject is presented 

with eight different responses to this situation (each response corres

ponds to Millon's interpersonal styles). He is requested to rank 

three responses considered most characteristic of his own attitudes 

and behavior. 

Three judges familiar with Millon's theoretical system indepen

dently scores the responses to determine whether these items repre

sented these styles accurately. To express this finding as a validity 

coefficient, Cohen's (1960) Kappa (k) coefficient of agreement for 

nominal scales was used. The k value was .88. The binomial test was 

computed and the z value was 31 (~ <.001). 

Procedures 

Measures were administered in a group setting during regular class 

periods. Testing required three 45-minute class periods to complete 

the tasks. 

A series of t-tests was performed comparing those subjects pre

dominantly characterized by one of the interpersonal styles (the scale 

of the highest score) with all other subjects on needs, defense styles, 

and embedded figures test performance. A correlational matrix was 

constructed between all scores on the interpersonal styles with nee4s, 

defense styles, and embedded figures test performance. 

Analysis of variance was used to determine the effect of person

ality orientation upon embedded figures test performance. Subjects 

were classified into personality orientations by combining scale scores 
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of each orientation (e.g., dependent--cooperative and sociable scales). 

However, subjects were excluded whose combined scale scores did not 

either exceed 115 base rate points or supercede another orientation by 

at least 15 points. 

Cohen's (1960) Kappa (k) coefficient of agreement for nominal 

scales was employed to assess the correspondence of ratings and alter

nate form results with the inventory scores. 



RESULTS 

In comparing passive detached (apathetic) persons with all other 

subjects on needs and defense styles as shown in Table 1, apathetic 

persons showed significantly less need for affiliation, ~-avoidance, 

order, and social recognition. They did evince a greater need for~

tonomy than the others. As predicted, they did not rely upon any par

ticular defense style. Table 2 indicates that scores on the apathetic 

scale correlated positively with the defense styles of principaliza

tion and reversal, and with such needs as achievement, autonomy, ~-

x durance, and understanding; they correlated negatively with the styles 

of turning-against-object and projection and with needs of affiliation, 

aggression, exhibition, impulsivity, E!!r and social recognition. 

The comparison between the active detached (sensitive) persons 

with other subjects on needs and defense styles (see Table 1) revealed 

that sensitive persons were significantly higher on principalization 

and ha~avoidance than the others and showed less need for dominance 

and understanding. Table 2 indicated that scores on the sensitive 

scale were associated positively with turning-against-self, embedded 

figures t~st performance, and negatively with achievement, affiliation, 

dominance, endurance, exhibition, order, and ~· 

As shown in Table 1, the comparison between passive dependent 

(cooperative) persons and other subjects on the critical variables 

demonstrated that cooperative persons were less inclined to utilize 
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Table 1 

The t-Tests Between Subjects Dominant on One Scale of Millon-Illinois 
Self-Report Inventory with Remaining Subjects on Variables of Personality 
Research Form, Defense Mechanism Inventory, and Embedded Figures Test 

SCALES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

TAO -2.85** 2.41* 

PRO 

PRN 2.12* -3.27** -2.04* 

TAS 

REV 

Achievement -2.57* 

Affiliation -2.06* 2.10* 

Aggression -4.28** 3.54** 2.68** 

Autonomy 3.17** 

Dominance -2.33* 3.66** 

Endurance 1.97* 

Exhibition 3.44** 

Harm-avoidance -2.65** 2.88** 

Impulsivity -2.05* 2.60* 

Nurturance 2.12* 

Order -2.44* 2.35* 

Play -2.24* -2.89**2.37* 

Social Recognition -2.67* -2.34** 

Understanding -2.15* 2.87** -2. 77** 

EFT 
N = 5 11 16 22 6 io 5 12 

*~ <.05, **~ <.01 
Note. Scale numbers refer to the following 
tive; 3=cooperative; 4=sociable; 5=assured; 
8""unpredictable. 

styles: !=apathetic; 2=sensi-
6=assertive; 7=disciplined; 
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Table 2 

Millon Correlation Coefficients with Variables of the Personality 
Research Form, Defense Mechanism Inventory, and Embedded Figures Test 

SCALES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

TAO -.21* -.45** .20* .40** -.38** .20* 

PRO -.22** .19* .18 

PRN .24* .40** -.22* -.08 -.46** +.32** -.29** 

TAS .24* -.28** .20* 

REV .27* .26** -.28* +.25* -.20* 

Achievement .31** -.24* .27** -.23* .35** -.58** 

Affiliation -.28** -.32** .40** .24* -.19* 

Aggression -.50** -.65** .30** .74** -.45** .49** 

Autonomy .21* -.21* -.36** 

Dominance -.55** -.32 .53** .53** .23* -.32** 

Endurance .27** -.23** .27** -.47** 

Exhibition -.37** -.44** -.31** .58** .42** .35** -.25* 

Harm-avoidance .27** 

Impulsivity -.35** -.20* .25* -.56** .53** 

Nurturance .40** -.44** .28** -.25* 

Order -.29** .29** .38** -.42** 

Play 
.- ~ ---· 

-.55~* -.20* -.35** .48** .20* .• 45** -.47* .29** 

Social Recognition -.50* .22* .20* .32** .24* 

Understanding .29** .24* -.34** .26* -.46** 

EFT .24** .19* 

*2 <.05; **~ <.01 
Note. Scale numbers refer to the following styles: l=apatheti~; 2=sen
sitive; 3=cooperative; 4=sociable; 5=assured; 6=assertive; 7=disciplined; 
8=unpredictable. 
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the defense style of turning-against-object than the others. They showed 

greater need to offer nurturance and were less aggressive, playful, and 

desirous of social recognition. The correlational matrix (see Table 2} 

shows that scores on the sensitive scale correlated positively with 

nurturance, social recognition, understanding, field independence, and 

the defense styles of principalization and reversal; they correlated ¥ 

negatively with aggression, ~' autonomy, dominance, exhibition, and 

turning-against-object. 

The comparison between active dependent (sociable) persons with 

others on needs revealed that sociable persons were more affiliative, 

dominant, exhibitionistic, and playful (see Table 1). Table 2 shows 

that scores on the sociable scale were associated .positively with the 

defense styles of turning-against-object, projection, and with such 
--\ 

needs as affiliation, aggression, dominance, exhibition, .P!!I., and 

social recognition. This scale correlated negatively with the defense 

style of principalization. 

In comparison of passive independent (self-assured) individuals 

with other subjects on these variables, Table 1 indicates that self

assured persons were less impulsive than the others. Table 2 shows 

that scores on this scale correlated positively with achievement, affil

iation, dominance, endurance, exhibition, order, and E!!l; they were 

associated negatively with impulsivity and the defense style of turning- _ 

against-self. 

As shown in Table 1, the comparison of active independent (asser

tive) persons with other subjects on the critical variables revealed 

that assertive persons were significantly disposed to utilize the de-
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fense style of turning-against-object and disinclined to employ the 

defenses of principalization. With respect to needs, these persons were 

significantly higher on aggression. Table 2 shows that scores on this 

scale correlated positively with the defense styles of turning-against- ~ 

object, projection, and needs of aggression, dominance, exhibition, 

impulsivity, ~' and social recognition; they correlated negatively 

with the defense styles of principalization and reversal, and with 

needs of achievement, nurturance, and understanding. 

The comparisons of persons characterized as passive ambivalent 

(disciplined) with the other subjects indicated that disciplined persons' 

were significantly higher on the need for order than the other subjects 

(see Table 1). Table. 2 presents a correlation matrix which shows that 

scores on this scale are associated positively with the defense style 

of principalization and reversal, and with needs for achievement, 

harm-avoidance, nurturance, order, and understanding. They correlated 

negatively with the defense styles of turning~against-object, and needs 

of aggression, autonomy, exhibition, impulsivity, and ~· 

Finally, the comparisons of subjects characterized as active am-

bivalent (unpredictable) with all other subjects indicated that unpre-

dictable persons were higher on needs of aggression and impulsivity. 

Conversely, they were lower on needs of achievement and understandins 

and less inclined to utilize defense mechanisms of principalization · 

than other subjects. Table 2 reveals that scores on this scale corre-

lated positively with defense styles of turning-against-object and 

turning-against-self; they were also associated positively with 

aggression. impulsivity, ~, and social recognition. They correlated 
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negatively with the defense styles of principalization and reversal» ~~ 

and with needs of achievement, affiliation, dominance, endurance, nur

turance, order, and understanding. 

Self ratings and teacher ratings were employed to validate this 

measure by the correspondence between judgments and the scales' scores. 

The self-rating in which subjects rated themselves on descriptions of 

these interpersonal styles correlated significantly with the results of 

the MI-SRI. Twenty-three of 78 subjects selected the interpersonal 

style most characteristic of them as assessed by the inventory. A k 

coefficient of .19 was computed which yielded a binomial~ of 4.4 (~ < 

.01; Table 1). However, when subjects were given the opportunity to 

select the two styles most characteristic of themselves, their judg

ments were not in significant agreement with their two most elevated 

scales of the inventory. Nevertheless, more agreement was found between 

the inventory and other ratings and measures than were found between 

any of the other measures to each other. 

With regard to teachers' ratings, no significant agreement was 

found between teachers' judgments on the students' most characteristic 

interpersonal style and the scale scores of the inventory. This lack of 

correspondence was highlighted by the fact that the teachers were only 

able to select seven of the 62 students whose perceived salient inter

personal style matched with the results of the inventory. Also, the 

teachers' ratings on the two most characteristic.styles did not show 

a relationship to the inventory scores. 

The results on the alternate form nearly matched those of the 

teachers' ratings. On the two most salient styles, the alternate form 
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Table 3 

Agreements Between Millon-Illinois Self-Report Scales 

with Ratings and Alternate Form 

MI-SRI 

Peak Scale Two Highest Scales 

Actual Expected Actual Expected 

Peak 
. Self Scale 23* 10 

Ratings a Two 
Highest 68 72 
Scales 

Peak 
Teacher Scale 7 8 

Ratingsb Two 
Highest 37 57 
Scales 

Peak 
Alternate Scale 7 8 

Two 
Highest 38 58 
Scales 

Note. ~ = 78; bn = 62; Cn = 63. 

* ~ <.01 Assessed with binomial test 
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was not in significant agreement with the findings of the inventory. 

The results on the experimental form were mixed. The alternate 

form results did not correspond significantly with the inventory on the 

primary interpersonal style. However, a significant correspondence was 

also found between the two most characteristic styles on the alternate 

form with the two most elevated scales on the inventory. The k coeffi

cient was also .26 with the binomial~ being 2.15 (~ <.05; Table 3). 

Personality orientation did not show any significant relationship 

with field independence. In fact, the independent orientation had the 

lowest mean on embedded figures performance of any orientation. Among 

the independent and dependent styles, only the dependent cooperative 

style was associated positively with embedded figures performance. 



DISCUSSION 

A series of ~-tests and correlations were conducted to determine 

whether these interpersonal styles relate to needs and defense styles 

in a predictable manner consistent with Millon's theoretical framework. 

Accordingly, each style was examined regarding its relationship to these 

variables. The hypothesis that apathetic persons would score high on 

harm-avoidance and understanding and not rely specifically on any de

fense style was only partially supported. Although apathetic persons 

did not predominantly rely upon any defense style, the correlational 

matrix does present a picture of the organization of their defenses 

characterized by a general repression and emotional constriction. Con

trary to prediction, apathetic persons were .found low on !!!!:!!-:-avoidance. 

But upon further consideration, this finding can easily be viewed as 

consistent with Millon's formulation of the apathetic style since 

apathetic individuals are characterized as having less affective energy 

and a diminished sensitivity to social cues and events. Due to their 

minimal involvement in the social world, they are not particularly 

apprehensive. Their social withdrawal leaves them with a diminished 

interest_in the external world with its inherent dangers and threats. 

Their need for autonomy coupled with their low need for affiliation and 

social recognition is quite consistent with Millon's description of 

this interpersonal style--individuals whose need for social interaction . 

and stimulation is quite low. 

33 
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The hypothesis that sensitive individuals will rely upon turning

against-self and score high on harm-avoidance was generally supported. 

Although principalization was its most characteristic defense style, 

turning-against-self was correlated positively with this sensitive 

style. Both defenses involve the internalization of conflict. The high 

harm-avoidance attests to their anxiety and apprehension regarding in

terpersonal relationships with its inherent risks. The disinclination 

of the sensitive individual to dominate and understand corroborates 

Millon's delineation of this style--individuals concerned primarily 

with safety and security. They do not engage in risk-taking behavior 

which would subject them to criticism as in leadership or achievement

related roles. Their self-protective posture might likely restr;~t 

their curiosity and intelle~tual exploration. 

The hypthesis that cooperative persons would score high on affil~ 

iation and social recognition and low on autonomy and dominance with 

the utilization of turning-against-self as the defense style received 

partial validation. Contrary to hypothesis, these individuals were low 

on need of social recognition and did not rely upon turning-against

self as a defense style. Rather they used ego defenses which internal

ize confiict and prevent acting out behavior through mechanisms as 

repression and isolation. Again in retrospect, this low social recog

nition is consistent with Millon's description of the deferential qual

ity of the cooperative personality. Dependent upon others, they do not 

seek others' admiration or acclaim as much as their love and sustenance. 

And in reciprocal fashion, they desire to assist and nurture others. 

This patterning of needs corroborates Millon's exposition of this 
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interpersonal style. Conscious of their own need for support, they 

renounce their feelings for aggression, play, prestige, and indepen

dence. This accounts for turriing-against-self not being relied upon in 

this dependent personality because all aggressive feelings are success

fully repressed, even those against oneself. 

The hypothesis that sociable persons would be characterized by 

strong needs for affiliation, exhibition, and social recognition were 

congruent with the findings, though social recognition did not reach a 

statistically significant level. Also, sociable individuals did not 

rely upon reversal, but rather showed a tendency to externalize con

flict through projection and displacement. An unexpected finding was 

that an interest in dominance characterized these individuals. Although 

highly affiliative and seeking others' attention (exhibition), these 

individuals clearly demonstrate a need to dominate and control their 

relationships, a quality distinguishing them from the cooperative in

dividual. This feature, preaumabl~ expressed through manipula.t.ive. awL 

seductive behaviors, along with this exhibitionistic quality are char

acteristics associated with the hysterical personality (MacKinnon and 

Michels, 1971). However, in this study, the defense styles displayed 

did not match with those commonly attributed to the hysterical person

ality. Their high aggression and dominance needs help account for 

their unexpectedly high autonomy score. Given the relative strength 

of these needs, the sociable individual may not appear particularly 

dependent. Yet Millon's use of this term must be carefully considered. 

It is not limited to acting "dependent," but refers to a dependence 

upon reinforcements from external sources. The difference in the 
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personality attributes of the sociable and cooperative persons are 

quite evident. On a behavioral level, the cooperative person appears 

far more dependent than the sociable person. Sociable individuals 

appear more spontaneous and expressive of their impulses, particularly 

aggressive feelings, than are the cooperative persons who act in a more 

controlled and constricted manner. 

The hypothesis that self-assured individuals would have strong 

needs for autonomy and ~ with lowered needs for endurance and being 

nurturant was not borne out. Nor did these individuals rely upon prin

cipalization as a defense. In fact, these individuals exhibited less 

a patternilig of salient needs than did the other interpersonal styles. 

However, the series of correlations suggest that this style concerns 

itself with control and desire for self-enhancement, as exemplified 

in high scores on achievement, dominance, order, and .P!!I.· Little can 

be stated authoritatively regarding their defense styles, except that 

they do not rely upon defense mechanisms that turn anger toward oneself: 

The hypothesis that assertive persons are extremely domirumt, 

aggressive, autonomous, and achievement-oriented receives partial sup~ 

port since autonomy and achievement do not appear to be primary concerns. 

However,_the defense. style marked by a reliance on ways to externalize 

conflict (high TAO and low PRN) along with high aggressive feelings 

characterize these persons as assertive in their interpersonal rela

tions. The pattern of correlations present a personality structure' in 

which aggressive feelings are salient with relatively few inner controls 

and a desire to dominate others. This need to assert and control others 

stems from an emotional source given that it does not extend itself 
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apparently in the intellectual or cognitive sphere as reflected in low 

achievement and understanding scores. This same reasoning might help 

explain the low autonomy score in that assertive persons' primary con

cern lies in dominating others rather than simply being independent 

or free from restraint. 

Self-assured and assertive individuals differ sharply regarding 

the nature of their own controls and desire for control over others. 

The self-assured person appears to display greater control of their 

own impulses and are more interested in harnessing their energies into 

socially constructive goals. They do not perceive their own purposes 

in opposition with others as assertive persons tend to do. Their needs 

for self-enhancement might assume many different forms, usually in a 

socially approved manner. In contrast, assertive persons appear pri

marily concerned with their need to dominate others, with the task or 

goal bearing secondary importance. 

The hypothesis that disciplined persons would display needs of 

order, endurance, and nurturance along with their primary reliance upon 

principalization was largely supported. Although only their need for 

order differentiated them from other individuals, the patterning of 

needs and defense styles was consistent with Millon's description of 

this interpersonal style. They internalize conflict through ego de

fenses as isolation, rationalization, and repression. Correlational 

results suggest that these individuals are conflicted over their im

pulses, particularly their aggressive feelings and they attempt to con

trol and master these feelings through either intellectualization, 

denial, or reaction formation, as evident in their nurturing and 



solicitous attitudes. The dynamics of this style, with its need hier

archy and defense styles, captures the essence of the obsessive per

sonality. 
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The hypothesis that unpredictable persons would score high on 

aggression and impulsivity and rely upon the defense style of turning

against-object was supported by the findings. What was not predicted 

were these individuals' low scores on achievement, understanding, and 

principalization. These findings in combination with the correlation 

results indicate that unpredictable persons act out their feelings and 

do not engage in those internal processes which monitor and transform 

these feelings to the degree which distinguishes the disciplined person. 

Although this style resembles the assertive style in many aspects, the 

unpredictable style differs by its disinterest in both interpersonal 

relationships and in dominating others. In addition, this style corre

lates with the defense mechanism of turning-against-self which suggests 

that when the unpredictable person's defenses break down, they turn 

their anger inward against themselves, resulting in blame and depression. 

It is this alternation of behavior (between acting out angrily and 

blaming oneself), the hallmark of this style, which Millon has aptly 

categorized as unpredictable. 

In analyzing the results of the ~-tests, consideration must be 

given to the fact of the great number of t-tests or comparisons per

formed. While those predicted findings from these comparisons can be 

accepted unequivocally, the other non-predicted ~-test findings must be 

interpreted with some caution. Due to the large number of t-tests per

formed, some of these findings can be attributed to chance. In light 



of this methodological problem further cross-validation studies are 

needed to substantiate these findings. 
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The series of t-tests have translated or defined Millon's inter-

personal styles in terms of Murray's conceptualization of needs (1938) 

and Gleser and Ihilevich's classification of defenses (1969). This 

process has provided some degree of convergent and discriminant vali

dation of these interpersonal styles in demonstrating that each style 

tends to represent a distinguishable pattern or constellation of needs. 

The data, with the exception of the EFT results, tends to be consistent 

with Millon's exposition of each style. To give one example, the 

validation was particularly illustrated with the unpredictable style 

which correlated positively with both turning-against-self and turning-

against-object. The reliance on these defense styles corresponds 

closely to their erratic behavior in which they act alternately resent

ful and guilty. 

The present study has revealed differences and subtleties between 

styles not elaborated upon by Millon. For instance, the resu1t.s.. sug-

gest that the sociable person is less dependent and more aggressive 

and dominant than what one would expect from Millon's description. 

Although_Millon refers to their active manipulation of others; their 

anger and need for control is not emphasized. In a similar fashion, 

this study presents a slightly different view of the ~-assured indi-

vidual who is seen as more affiliative and disciplined than understood 

in Millon's descriptions. This difference can be accounted for by the 

fact that a well-adjusted self-assured person tempers his narcissistic 

character sufficiently to realize that benefits are not owed him but 
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rather are the product of one's labor and perseverance. Perhaps even 

more differences and subtleties might have emerged if a greater number 

of subjects could have participated in this study. 

The hypothesis relating cognitive style to personality orienta

tion was not confirmed by the current study. Subjects characterized 

by an independent orientation were not more field-independent than 

other subjects. These inconclusive results might be explained by a 

methodological problem in field independence-dependence research which 

often remains overlooked. Much of this research depends upon subjects 

selected on the basis of their occupying the extreme ends of the field 

independence-dependence continuum. In studies as this which utilize 

subjects presumed to occupy the middle range of the continuum, the re

sults have often been inconclusive. The understanding of this dimension 

can lead us to expect that those characterized by an independent orien

tation will be more field independent than those characterized by a 

dependent orientation in those cases when these subjects represent the 

extreme of each orientation. But in the pres~nt study, the criteria 

designating subjects by orientation were quite inclusive with only a 

few subjects excluded. Perhaps the only conclusion drawn from this 

aspect o~ the study would be to exercise caution in attributing inde

pendent or dependent characteristics solely by orientation with normal 

subjects. 

The findings on the self-ratings indicate that the MI-SRI assesses 

the conscious feelings significantly better than chance. Approximately 

30% of all subjects were able to select their most salient interperson

al style as assessed by the MI-SRI. Despite its statistical significance, 



the relatively low accuracy rate requires some examination. Several 

explanations can be offered to account for this low rate. One line 
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of reasoning accords that these characteristics are not completely 

explicit in the subjects' minds. Conceivably, their own lack of self

knowledge can contribute to the low correspondence between scores and 

ratings. Such a notion suggesmfurther investigation and research in 

the area of determining whether individuals having more self-knowledge 

are better able to identify their salient interpersonal style than 

others. Self-knowledgeable people could perhaps be selected on the 

basis of their ability to be empathic. Findings (Hogan, 1973; Lesh, 

1970) indicate that individuals demonstrating high empathic qualities 

are considered to have greater self-awareness. Another factor to be. 

considered is that in some cases, interpersonal styles of relatively 

equal strength pose .an extremely difficult judgment in self-evaluation. 

A survey of the data reveals an interesting finding with respect 

to the subjects' own self-concepts. Adolescent subjects frequently 

viewed themselves as more passive dependent or cooperative than what 

this measure assessed. The inventory classified 16 subjects as being 

primarily cooperative whereas 29 described themselves as being primarily 

cooperative (see Table 4). This difference can likely be attributed 

to the developmental stage which finds the adolescent engaged in the 

difficult process of achieving separate identity. This struggle for 

individuation and autonomy often intensifies feelings of dependence 

and ineffectiveness. 

The teacher ratings did not correspond to scale scores in a 

significant way with regard to dominant styles. This result is not 



Table 4 

Distribution of Peak Scores of the Millen-Illinois Self-Report 
Inventory, Self-Ratings, and the Alternate Form 

MI-SRI Self-Ratings . Alternate Form 

Scales FreQ. % Freq. % Freq. % 

1 5 5.7 7 9.0 3 4.8 

2 11 12.6 11 14.1 3 4.8 

3 16 18.4 29 37.1 4 6.3 

4 22 25.3 6 7.7 12 19.0 

5 6 6.9 3 3.8 6 9.5 

6 10 11.5 8 10.2 16 25.3 

7 5 5.7 10 12.8 15 23.8 

8 12 13.8 4 5.1 4 6.3 

87 78 63 

- . _, 

42 
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surprising since these judgments require precise discriminations, de

manding that the teacher parcel out these styles from a myriad of 

behaviors. Such judgments are likely to be most suited to the role of 

therapist or counselor. A teacher's interactions with a student are 

generally confined to a formal setting in which the behavior observed 

is essentially public and restricted. In contrast, the counselor is 

afforded the opportunity to observe the more intimate private aspects 

of the subject's personality. Indeed, the student's interpersonal 

style often becomes the focus of the counseling session. The coun

selor's perspective along with his training confers a special advan

tage in rendering precise clinical judgments. 

This view appears substantiated by Millon's research (1975) with 

the clinical form of this inventory. Using a scale to scale compari

son with 682 patients, clinicians' true positive hit-rate was 3-4 

times greater than chance as determined by the base rate. With the 

exception of the passive detached style (27%), the true positive hit

rate exceeded 40% for each interpersonal style. These results indicate 

that clinicians showed far more agreement with the test scores than did 

the teachers. Both their clinical training and their more intimate 

interactj.on with the subjects can explain the different between "accu;r

acy" rates. However, another factor affecting judgment rates might be 

attributed to a threshold effect. Since psychiatric patients shown an 

unadaptive over-reliance upon a particular style, their salient styles 

are likely to be mo~e extreme than those of normals (taking into 

account Millon's claim that the inventory assesses pre-morbid style). 

Hence, their distinguishing interpersonal style would be easier to 
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recognize and identify for the clinician. These styles more closely 

approximate the model or prototype, with the motives and dynamics more 

dramatically illustrated. 

The results of the pilot study with the al~ernate form illus-

trates the persistent problem of predicting specific behaviors in 

situations from personality constructs. Before this form can be 

accepted as a suitable alternative to the MI-SRI, more investigation 

and work needs to be directed in two areas. One area involves the 

formulation of the response items. Ideally, each response item should 

clearly represent a distinct interpersonal style. Although the effect 

was achieved with reasonable success as gauged by the inter-judge 

agreement (k = .88, ~ <.01), more extensive investigation (using a 

greater number of judges) is required to assure confidence that each 

response item corresponds accurately to the interpersonal style it 

purports to represent in the given situational context. Also, the 

social desirability factor appears to be an uncontrolled source of 

bias. The distribution of scores (Table 4) suggests that certain in-

terpersonal styles (most notably, the assertive) are more appealing 

to adolescents than are other interpersonal styles. Modifications in 

. -· 
terms of the reformulation of response items and control of the social 

desirability factor would represent advances in the direction of making 

this form comparable to the original measure. 

This study has demonstrated a reasonable degree of construct 

validity for the adolescent form of the MI-SRI through establishing a 

series of moderately high theoretically consistent relationships be-

tween each of its interpersonal styles to a distinct hierarchy of 
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salient needs and defense styles. It has also shown a fair degree of 

empirical validity for this measure through its agreement with self

ratings. The relatively low correspondence between self-ratings and the 

inventory, along with its failure to match with the teachers' ratings, 

raises questions regarding the measure's clinical usefulness. Since 

these styles are not easily identifiable to the subjects themselves or 

to observers, judgments regarding an individual's interpersonal style 

cannot be made with full confidence. If further investigation arrives 

with similar findings of low agreement between this measure and various 

ratings, it may necessitate that the styles be viewed in another manner. 

With a normal adolescent population, it may be more meaningful to combine 

these MI-SRI styles into profiles or subtypes, similar to work done with 

MMPI profiles (Dahlstrom, Welsh, & Dahlstrom, 1973). Such an operation 

would ideally re~der judgments on individual's interpersonal style easier 

because these profiles would be associated with more specific behaviors. 

It would hopefully reduce the complexity of these judgments by increas

ing the categories but limiting the domain of behaviors to which they 

refer. If efforts were to be undertaken in this direction, a normative 

study would be required to elucidate the many combinations of style& into 

distinct personality subtypes. Through other personality measures and · 

bheavioral observations, specific personality descriptions ean be de

lineated for every subtype, such as sociable-cooperative, disciplined

sensitive, etc. 

The goal behind these efforts is the linkage between motives and 

styles to specific behavioral referents. To achieve this aim, research 



should be directed to assess how these styles or profiles express 

themselves in specific situations, as the alternative form attempted. 

Determining how these styles would manifest themselves behaviorally 
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in a clinical setting would be of particular importance. Such findings 

would promise tremendous clinical benefits through predicting the 

kinds of behavior and interpersonal styles patients would exhibit. 

This knowledge would be helpful in screening candidates for individual 

and group therapy. Indeed, with respect to group therapy, it would 

fulfill a vital role by guiding the selection of members to compose a 

group, a problem confronting therapists in their effort to provide a 

rewarding and stimulating group experience to all its members. The 

quality of group interaction would appear to depend to a considerable 

degree on the interplay of personality styles and on the proper pro

portion of similarities and differences. Yalom (1975) addresses this 

issue of member selection and group composition in terms of predicting 

each individual's behavior in the group. If therapists have some 

basis to predict behavior in a group, they can likely fashion a group 

according to their interests and goals. 

A study examining the relationship of Millon's interpersonal 

styles to behaviors in a group therapy setting offers several advan

tages. It would pose an extreme test of validation not only through 

bridging the theoretical to the practical but also be determining the 

clinical utility of this measure. This setting also limits.the range 

of behavior likely to occur and lends itself to systematic observation 

and measurement. In fact, the use of this measure in the proposed 

manner is consistent with the original purpose of this inventory--to 
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provide a system of diagnostic classifications and personality descrip

tions that is both clinically relevant and conceptually sound • 

. ~· 
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MI-SRI SELF-RATING 

This project is trying to see how well high school students can 
identify the personality traits they actually have. In this study, we 
would like you to judge whether certain traits apply to you. Read each 
of the descriptions below, one at a time, and then rate yourself to what 
degree this personality description is true of you or not. 

Name: ------------------
Personality A 

These persons tend to be very quiet and socially uninvolved, 
spending most of their time alone. They seem to be unemotional and 
have few strong feelings about things. Generally, they would rather 
stay home, even when interesting things are going on socially with 
others their age. They are seen by others as sort of "loners." 

I am 1 2 3 4 5 
not at all a little somewhat pretty much a great deal 

Personality !_ 

These persons tend to be socially shy and awkward, appearing 
somewhat nervous when with others. They find themselves alone 111\lCh of. 
the time, not because they want to be, but because they are afraid 
that people don't like them. They do feel lonely and usually have 
few, if any, close friends. They feel things quite strongly, but al
most always keep their feelings to themselves. 

I am 1 2 3 4 5 
not at all a little somewhat pretty much a great deal 

Personality C 

These persons tend to be very nice, sweet and good natured. They 
are very helpful and would do almost anything for other people. Almost 
always friendly and agreeable, they are never seen arguing or in con
flict with others. They usually have a few very close friends who they 
go around with a lot and depend on being with all the time. 

I am 1 2 3 4 5 
not at all a little somewhat pretty much a great deal 
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Name: 

Personality D 

These persons tend to be very dramatic and emotional. They love 
attention and will do all kinds of things to get it. They enjoy social
izing, even flirting with peopl~ and sometimes seem sort of phony to 
others. They are very good at getting o~hers to do just what they want 
them to do. Although they have lots of friends, they are usually not 
very close to any of them. 

I am 1 2 3 4 5 
not at all a little somewhat pretty much a great deal 

Personality E 

These persons tend to be very confid.ent in themselves and are 
usually conceited. They love telling everyone how great they are at 
everything. They care mostly about themselves and spend lots of time 
talking about what they can do. Many act snobbish and are friendly only 

· with people they feel are good enough for them. 

lam 1 2 3 4 5 
not at all a little somewhat pretty much a great deal 

Personality F 

These persons tend to act as if they are afraid of nothing. They 
love to compete with friends and are often the leader in a group. They 
like to take charge of things and often act like they are tough. Some
times, they do act mean to others and may not be very thoughtful and 
understanding of the feelings that others have. 

lam 1 2 3 4 5 
not at all a little somewhat pretty much a great deal 

Personality G 

These persons tend always to be doing the right and proper thing. 
They are prudish and seem always to have a serious look on their faces. 
They are very respectful of teachers and elders, and often seem old 
fashioned. They are very orderly, planning carefully before doing any
thing. Most other people see them as v~ry straight persons. 

lam 1 2 3 4 5 
not at all a little somewhat pretty much a great deal 



Name: 

Personality H 

These persons tend never to be able to make up their minds and 
are often nervous and restless. They worry, are pessimistic and com
plain a lot. They frequently are very moody, changing from feeling 
great to feeling terrible and then back again. They tend to argue 
and be discontent with friends, and then are very apologetic. 

I am 1 2 3 4 5 
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not at all a little somewhat pretty much a great deal 

Now that you have finished that task, please choose the three 
personality descriptions which best describe you are you are now. Re
read the paragraphs and decide which one is closest to the way you 
really are. Put the letter of that description (A through H) in the 
blank space for your choice. Do the same for the second and third 
choices. 

1st choice -----
2nd choice -----
3rd choice -----
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STYLE A 

Students with this type of personality tend to keep to themselves, 
appearing rather quiet and unemotional. They are even-handed, fair
minded and not easily excited. They tend not to get emotionally in
volved with others and do not often feel strongly about things. They 
do not avoid other people, but simply feel indifferent about having 
others around. 

STYLE B 
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Students with this type of personality tend to be quite shy or socially 
ill-at-ease with others. These students would like to be close to 
people but have learned that it is better to maintain one's distance 
and not to trust the friendship of others. Although they often feel 
lonely, they avoid close interpersonal contact, often fearing rejection 
and tending to keep their sometimes very strong feelings to themselves. 

STYLE C 

Students with this type of personality tend to be soft-hearted, senti
mental and kindly in relationships with others. They are extremely 
reluctant to assert themselves, however, and avoid taking initiative or 
assuminga leadership role. They are inclined to be quite dependent on 
others, preferring to let them ·take the lead and give direction. It is 
typical of them to "play-down".their own achievements and to underesti
mate their abilities. 

STYLE D 

Students with this type of personality are talkative, socially charming 
and frequently dramatic or emotionally expressive. They tend to have 
strong, but usually brief relationships with others. These students 
always look for new excitements and interesting experiences. They often 
find themselves becoming bored with routine and longstanding relation
ships. 

STYLE E 

Students with this type of personality tend to be quite confident in 
their abilities and are often seen by others as self-centered and ego
centric. They rarely doubt their own self-worth and act in a self
assured manner. These students tend to take others for granted and of
ten do not share or concern themselves with the needs of those to whom 
they relate. 
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STYLE F 

Students with this type of personality are strong-willed and tough 
minded, tending to.lead and and dominate others.. They frequently 
question the abilities of others and prefer to take over responsibility 
and direction in most situations. They are often blunt and unkind, 
tending to be impatient with the problems or weaknesses of others. 

STYLE G 

Students with this type of personality are very serious-minded, effic
ient and rule-conscious persons who try to do the "right" and 11proper" 
things. They tend to keep their emotions under check and dislike 
"showy" people. They prefer to live their lives in a very orderly and 
well-planned fashion, avoiding unpredictable and unexpected situations. 

STYLE H 

Students with this type of personality tend to be discontent and pess
imistic. They often find themselves behaving unpredictably; sometimes 
being out-going and enthusiastic, then changing quickly to the opposite. 
These students often feel guilt about their moodiness, apologize to 
the people involved, but soon are just as moody as ever. 

- . -· 
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ALTERNATE FORM 

ill 

You are at a sock hop at school. There is a group of guys in 
your year who have been acting tough all night. One of these guys is 
harassing one of your friends because he has been dancing with a girl 
he likes. And you sense a fight may occur. 

--------=----=- I would try to settle it quickly. But if they would 
not accept it, I would not care if they fought and hurt each other. 

--------- I would side with my friend and be ready to fight the 
guy if he refused to back off. 

I would feel that there wasn't much I could do but 
~----~~~--j~st see what happens. 

-~-------------Afraid a fight would occur and ruin the hop, I would 
find the dean to prevent any kind of disturbance. 

~~----~---Upset, I would tell both guys that fighting would 
lead to rather severe punishment for both of them. 

~-------------- I would become real tense and probably withdraw from 
the situation. I am afraid that I might be ridiculed if I tried to 
mediate the dispute. 

I would talk to both these guys, kid around with them, 
--~---------~~ and try to get them to forget about the whole thing. 

----:-~~---------I would break up the dispute expecting that they 
would listen to me because I think both theseguys like me. 
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f/2 

Because of your skiing interest, you and a fellow senior have 
been placed in charge under a teacher of a group of students at a ski 
resort. You have found out from the manager of the motel that two brash 
sophomores are violating some rules of the trip (drinking, roughhousing, 
etc.) which might cut short this trip and rule out future trips. 

----~--------~--- I would be quite upset about this incident. I 
would talk to the teacher and see if some punishment might be arranged 
for the students. 

--~~--~----~~~ Feeling that the sophomores were juvenile, you 
would cooly explain the situation to the manager and teacher and then 
expect the whole thing to blow over. 

This incident upsets you and in some way you feel 
~--------~~----~ that you will get blamed for the misconduct. 

----.,---------You figure that this was bound to happen and there 
isn't really much you can do about it. 

------------ I would be upset and approach the moderator and 
assure him that I had nothing to do personally with thes·e violations. 

~~-----~~~I would go to these two sophomores and tell them a 
thing or-two. If they resisted, I might even get in a fight with them. 

--------~-~--- I would approach the manager and implore him not 
to be harsh and give the students a break. I would also try to persuade 
the teacher to make light of the matter. 

I would try to punish the sophomores but after 
~~-~--~~~----this, I probably would feel bad about my sternness. 
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/13 

You have been admiring this girl Jane, a cheerleader for the 
school for the last three weeks. Your younger sister tells you that 
Jane really likes you and would like you to ask her out. Yet you have 
been dating Sue, your steady girl for the last three months. 

------------------ Uncomfortable about this problem, I would not show 
too much interest in either Sue or Jane and use my time to develop my 
favorite hobby. 

I would tell Sue that I planned to date Jane also. 
~~--~~~--~~ If Sue didn't like it, then that was too bad for her. Sometimes, you 
have to do things for yourself. 

--~--~----~---- I would be upset by the situation and try to explain 
my feelings in a rational way to both Sue and Jane and then come to a 
resolution. 

~--~----------~ I would date each one according to my mood, switch
ing from one to the other. I would probably be periodically arguing 
and making up with each of them. 

----------~------ I would not be quite sure if I could believe what my 
sister said. I would not ask Jane out but I would become more curious 
about what Jane was really up to. 

~--------------~ I would begin to show less interest towards Sue and 
become more involved with my new love interest, Jane. 

~--~~-----~- I would feel really great about this situation, and 
I would try to date both girls simultaneously. 

------~--~----~ I would feel flattered but primarily I would feel a 
strong loyalty to Sue since she has shown herself to be faithful to me. 

- -· 
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#4 

Your father said that he would allow you to have your car if you 
saved your money. On your 17th birthday you showed your father that 
you had the money for both car and insurance. Your father had reser
vations, saying you cannot have the car because it would only make him 
worry and that your grades would suffer. 

------------------- I would strongly resent my father's inconsistency 
and his action now would make me question whether he was ever sincere 
at all. 

I would argue with my father over the matter and de- · 
--~~~--~~~---mand that he live up to his agreement or else. 

~~~------~--~ I would try to cajole my father to change his mind. 
If this wasn't effective, I would ask my Mom to persuade Dad. 

------------------Figuring what could I really do about it, I would 
use my savings for other things that I wanted, but couldn't afford 
before. 

------------------ Upon my father's decision, I would probably explode 
at him. Later on, I would cool down and try to be reasonable with him. 

~--~--~--~----Taken aback, I would reason with my father, knowing 
that in the long run he wouldn't ~eny me what I wanted. 

~----~~----~- Troubled by his decision, I would accept it and be 
determined to obey all his commands to show him how responsible I am. 

--~--------------Upset by the situation, I would accept my father's 
judgment, realizing that he had a good reason for what he was doing. 

-~ 
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/15 

On one of the last days of your senior year, you get in a fight 
in a hallway with a junior named Terry who calls you a rather insulting 
name. Mr. Doe, a young first-year teacher, breaks up the fight and 
tells you that you are suspended from school and may not even graduate 
with your class. 

~--------~~--~ I would be furious at the teacher and tell him what 
I thought of his judgment. After a little while, I would calm down and 
feel sorry for what was said. 

------------~-----Initially stunned by the punishment, I would feel 
pretty confident that the school would not kick me out, given my past 
record and the interest of my parents. 

I would feel relatively little disturbed about the 
~-~--------~--incident. Knowing I would have no influence on the decision, I would 
wait for the decision. 

I would feel terrible about this punishment.· Not to 
------~~----~--get mad, I would plead with Mr. Doe and accept his judgment. 

------------------I would appeal to Mr. Doe's sense of justice. 1 would 
point out my disciplinary record and speak of my respect for the laws 
and traditions of the school. 

-------....,---,,.....I would feel very angry at the junior and would be 
_quite critical of Mr. Doe. If he did not lessen the punishment, I 
would immediately confer with the Dean and the principal. 

I would be perturb.ed. by the incident. I would be 
--~----~----,~-sullen and wonder whether Mr. Doe had something against me. 

~----~---....,.. I would try to persuade Mr. Doe of the unfairness of 
his punishment. I would also actively try to win the support-a£ other 
members of the faculty. 

- . -.. · 
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116 

You and your best friend Ted are in the same homeroom in school, 
play on teams together, and socialize together on weekends. Just 
recently, Alex--a nice friendly guy--has been hanging around with you 
frequently. In fact, he is always calling you up before you·go out 
and it seems like you can never be with Ted w~thout Alex being around. 
Ted is beginning to complain about being with Alex. 

I would like Alex to associate with us because he really 
~~--------~~ admires me and he can be of advantage to me in a lot of ways. 

I would feel somewhat confused in this situation and I ----------------would defer to Ted about how much Alex would pal around with us. 

It would not make too much difference if he comes with ----------------you or not. 

~-------Feeling bad that Ted is complaining of Alex, I would 
feel obliged to remain friendly with Alex. 

I would feel a little ill at ease since you would 
--~---~-------wonder what was behind Alex's sudden interest in you. 

I would feel caught in the middle between these two 
------~----~--guys and would probably in some way blow up with both these guys. 

I would like to have Alex around because I knoll he 
--------~------really likes me. 

------..,.------- Seeing that Ted was irritated, I would be very direct 
with Alex and state that I don't always want to be with him. 

_, 
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